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Early Years News

Primary News

Six of our Year 9 students have been finalists in this international recycled
clothing competition with their designs "Pavo power" and "Meditative rose". The
grand final will take place in Paris on the 25 May. Good luck, we are proud of
you!!!!

Sage College in the final of the
Junk Kouture competition 

Dear Sage College community,

I believe that every human being is the result of an accumulation of experiences that throughout one's life shape us to be what we are at this moment. That is why I
believe that learning and training are continuous, infinite processes in which only at the end of our lives will stop. I myself had dreams as a child, then as a teenager
and as a young man that were far from what I am today. Life has shaped my decisions until I became what I am today. I went through the phase of wanting to be an
elite athlete, a fireman, a musician, a doctor and finally a teacher. I never studied to be a School Head (nor is there a specific degree to become one) but it was the
accumulation of experiences and above all, people I admired that guided my path to what I am today. 

As I look at our students at Sage College, their goals, aspirations and dreams, I can only recommend that in addition to always striving and giving one hundred percent
in everything they do, they should be filled with experiences that enrich their path and life. One of our goals at the school is precisely this additional framework from
which our students will benefit and which gave me so much in my youth. To think that in addition to acquiring knowledge and achieving the best academic results,
they will be able to go on stage and perform the musical Grease musical, organise a charity initiative to help the needy or run in an athletic event representing their
school. There are so many formative experiences happening in the lives of the pupils that I can only accompany them and encourage them to want to do and be more
in these important years of their lives which, much to the regret of those of us who are no longer there, will never return.  

MESSAGE FROM OUR SCHOOL HEAD 

Mr Wickham

Sage Camps



The Friendly Frogs are taking part in the Travelling Mascot this
year, and how they are enjoying it!
 

This activity consists of taking Charlie, our faithful classmate
and who accompanies and takes care of us daily, to their homes
and spending a few days with them as a guest. The students,
with the help of their families, write down their adventures with
Charlie in his personal notebook and graphically document
everything that happens during these special days together.
Once back in the classroom, the students show their classmates
their adventures during the assembly, when we all sit together to
say good morning, share personal events and learn from each
other as a large group. 
 

Sharing their experiences with the mascot promotes their
speech skills and speaking in front of a large group,
establishes emotional bonds, encourages responsibility, and
allows opportunities for open-ended play. It's all good things to
spend time with Charlie!

 -EARLY YEARS NEWS-

Travelling Mascot



This week, Year 5 went petal to the metal with
our topic on plants. We designed our own
flower art in the style of the renowned,
American artist, Georgia O’Keefe.

 -PRIMARY NEWS-
 Year 5 this week

We also got our hands dirty when we dissected plants to see
each part up close. We learnt that not all plants have the same

parts and how flowering plants reproduce.

We had lots of fun, we're not dandelion!



 -MIDDLE SCHOOL NEWS-
 

To help the Year 7 students overcome one of the most difficult aspects of learning Chinese, they
were introduced to the historical development of Chinese characters and made their own
pictograms. This project also helped the students to learn Chinese by associating some Chinese
characters in a book they are currently reading in English class called Chinese Cinderella. 

YEAR 7 LANGUAGES

 
 

This week, Year 7 French students have been learning to talk
about sports and their different hobbies. They made a

research and created a presentation about their favourite
sportsperson. Here is one example:

 

Chinese Character Literacy Project

"Je m’appelle Jordi.  Je suis assez sportif. Je
joue au football et j’adore la natation.

Mon sportif préféré c’est Michael Phelps. 
Il fait de la natation. Il est né aux États Unis,

le 30 juin 1985. Michael Phelps a remporté 28
médailles"

Quel est ton sportif préféré?



 -HIGH SCHOOL NEWS-
 

This is one of our main advantages: the international education that our students receive. In this way, the
internationally recognised qualifications that they complete in High School, IGCSE and A level, allow them to access any

university around the world. For instance, in order to access universities in The Netherlands, in general, students
need to have 5 IGCSE and 3 A levels, as can be seen in the following slide. 5 IGCSE and 3 A levels are also the typical

academic requirements to access international universities around the world.

We would like to encourage our Year 13 students to
continue working hard. For that reason, we will be
sharing where our students have been accepted at
university. They play an important role model for the
younger students at school. This week, we bring
Manuela Parodi Serna. She has been accepted at
University of Amsterdam and The Hague
University (both in the Netherlands) for the
following courses: Communication Science and
Hospitality Management. Congratulations!

Shaping 
THE FUTURE
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